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Abstract

We describe a browser extension, PwdHash,
that transparently produces a different password for
each site, improving web password security and de-
fending against password phishing and other attacks.
Since the browser extension applies a cryptographic
hash function to a combination of the plaintext pass-
word entered by the user, data associated with the
web site, and (optionally) a private salt stored on the
client machine, theft of the password received at one
site will not yield a password that is useful at an-
other site. While the scheme requires no changes on
the server side, implementing this password method
securely and transparently in a web browser exten-
sion turns out to be quite diff cult. We describe the
challenges we faced in implementing PwdHash

hackers to break into a low security site that simply
stores username/passwords in the clear and use the
retrieved passwords at a high security site, such as
a bank. This attack, which requires little work, can
lead to the theft of thousands of banking passwords.
While password authentication could be abandoned
in favor of hardware tokens or client certif cates, both
options are diff cult to adopt because of the cost and
inconvenience of hardware tokens and the overhead
of managing client certif cates.

In this paper, we describe the design, user in-
terface, and implementation of a browser extension,
PwdHash, that strengthens web password authen-
tication. We believe that by providing customized
passwords, preferably over SSL, we can reduce the
threat of password attacks with no server changes



Client-Side Hashing
Not the first, or last

There are other examples of client-side
hashing techniques

1 Passpet
http://passpet.org

2 PwdHash++
IJAEST Vol 3, Issue 1, 2011

3 RndPhrase
https://github.com/RndPhrase

http://passpet.org
https://github.com/RndPhrase


PwdHash Operation
How does it work?

User-specified password

Site URL

User-specified salt

Hash
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PwdHash Operation
How does it work?

User-specified password

Site URL

User-specified salt

correcthorsebatterystaple

linkedin.com

None

NPxWlbriQoYdlQFE1y7lkwAAAAhttps://www.linkedin.com/in/thorsheim

Hash



Perceived Benefits
What makes a good password?

Unique to each site

Contains complex mix of characters

Contains at least n characters

Easy for the owner to remember, hard
for anyone else to guess

correcthorsebatterystaple
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Other Benefits

No database of passwords

Can be used anywhere

Integrates into the browser

Protects against phishing

Can tailor the output to suit site
restrictions



The Detail
How does PwdHash work?

1 var password = new String(new SPH_HashedPassword(master , domain));
2
3 // Returns the PwdHash password
4 function SPH_HashedPassword(password , realm) {
5 var hash = b64_hmac_md5(password , realm);
6 var size = password.length + 2;
7 var nonalphanumeric = password.match (/\W/) != null;
8
9 return _applyConstraints(hash , size , nonalphanumeric);

10 }
11
12 function _applyConstraints(hash , size , nonalphanumeric) {
13 var startingSize = size - 4; // Leave room for some extra characters
14 var result = hash.substring (0, startingSize);
15 var extras = hash.substring(startingSize).split(’’);
16
17 // Add the extra characters
18 result += (contains (/[A-Z]/) ? nextExtraChar () : nextBetween(’A’, 26));
19 result += (contains (/[a-z]/) ? nextExtraChar () : nextBetween(’a’, 26));
20 result += (contains (/[0 -9]/) ? nextExtraChar () : nextBetween(’0’, 10));
21 result += (contains (/\W/) && nonalphanumeric ? nextExtraChar () : ’+’);
22 while (contains (/\W/) && !nonalphanumeric) {
23 result = result.replace (/\W/, nextBetween(’A’, 26));
24 }
25
26 // Rotate the result to make it harder to guess the inserted locations
27 result = result.split(’’);
28 rotate(result , nextExtra ());
29 return result.join(’’);
30 }



Example Output

Site Password PwdHash password

passwords2016. rub.de passwords16 5CprBBsNjyvHQ

passwords2016. rub.de passwords*16 3iL04G1ruj/rrK

www. rub.de passwords*16 3iL04G1ruj/rrK

www. linkedin.com passwords16 HDOo1jM1emThY

www. linkedin.com password012345 QDHU4ZGr7dNfZOym

www. linkedin.com 0123456789
0123456789012

aRnvjjBB5oV
2f4b2ZA9EPAAAA



The Problem
Leaky password databases

HIBP contains 1.3 billion compromised
accounts

@dumpmon identifies 46 significant
database dumps per day

Discovered 1 million unique hashes in
12 months to May 2015



Salting and Hashing
Modern best practice

Don’t store the password in
plaintext

Store a salted, hashed version

Use a slow hash function

V = S | H(P | S)

V is the stored value,

S a random salt,

P the password,

H is a one-way hash function



Password Recovery
Reversing salted hashes

Salting prevents use of rainbow tables

Hashes must be ‘reversed’ by generating the hash and comparing

Recovery tools have responded by utilising GPUs

GPUs aren’t necessarily as fast as CPUs, but are highly
parallelisable



Stats
Password recovery is fast

Ruddick and Yan, 2016, analysed
oclHashcat

Radeon HD6870, 1120 processor
streams at 900 MHz

SHA1, 1462 MH/s

Jeremy Gosney, Sagitta

8× Nvidia GTX Titan X

SHA1, 48.87 GH/s

bcrypt (cost 5) 133 KH/s.



Refining the Space
Not just brute force

Scanning entire password space still not tractable

Use dictionaries and rules to refine

1 Masks

2 Combinator

3 Hybrid

4 Rule-based

Generated PwdHash passwords aren’t susceptible to these attacks



PwdHash Attack
Add the PwdHash hash into the hashcat process

Choose password
using rules, PM

H = H1(S | PM)

Compare H =?= L

Leaked 
hash, L

Salt, S



PwdHash Attack
Add the PwdHash hash into the hashcat process

Choose password
using rules, PM

Website 
Domain, D

PD = H1(PM | S1 | D)

H = H2(S2 | PD)

Compare H =?= L

Leaked 
hash, L

Salt, S1

Salt, S2



Hashcat Optimisations

Hashcat performs a variety of clever optimisations

Change only the first four bytes of the password

AAAA pass word

AAAB︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [0]

pass︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [1]

word︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [2]

MD5 meet-in-the-middle-attack, see Jens Steube’s Passwords13
talk: https://hashcat.net/events/p13/

SHA1 optimisation

1 512-bit input extended to 2560-bits using XOR and ROL

2 Precompute inputs without first four bytes

https://hashcat.net/events/p13/


PwdHash Attack
Add the PwdHash hash into the hashcat process

Base
shared

hash step
(SHA1)

Update
password

Individual
hash step

(SHA1)

Compare

Salt

Base
password

Rules/combs
/words Search hash

VECT_SIZE times



PwdHash Attack
A problem

The PwdHash step messes up the optimisation

AAAA pass word 7−→ KZvm M4fs sCZ6 96

AAAB︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [0]

pass︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [1]

word︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [2]

7−→ 9us7︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [0]

NzXw︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [1]

LaCJ︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [2]

Zw︸ ︷︷ ︸
w [3]



PwdHash Attack
Add the PwdHash hash into the hashcat process
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shared

hash step
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PwdHash Attack
Add the PwdHash hash into the hashcat process

Base
shared

hash
s tep

(SHA1)

Update
password

Individual
hash step

(SHA1)

Compare

Salt

Base
password

Rules/combs
/words Search hash

VECT_SIZE times

Mangle
(PwdHash)

Base
shared

hash
s tep

(SHA1)

Domain



Results
Summary of leaked hash databases tested

Domain Stratfor.com Rootkit.com Linkedin.com

Year of leak 2011 2011 2012

Hashes 822 657 58 677 2936840/

6458020

Type Unsalted MD5 Unsalted MD5 Unsalted SHA1

Attribution “Anonymous” “Anonymous” Unknown

Previous best effort 93% 95% 77%

Cracking speed 42008.5 kH/s 42193.8 kH/s 39762.2 kH/s

(11.40ms/H) (11.35ms/H) (14.88ms/H)

Cracking time 27s 27s 28s

Passwords recovered 1 3 75



Benchmarks
Testing rig

Amazon EC2 g2.2xlarge instance

Eight Intel Xeon E5-2670 vCPUs - 2.60GHz

NVIDIA GRID K520 - 800 MHz

Two GPUs with 1536 CUDA cores (3072 total)

4GB of graphics memory and 8 GB main RAM

Costs $0.65 per hour



Benchmarks
How does this impact performance?
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Benchmarks
How does this impact performance?

Hash type Speed (MH/s) Overhead (factor)

MD5 2316.7 1.0

MD5 PwdHash 2410.7 0.961

SHA1 616.9 1.0

SHA1 PwdHash 645.1 0.956

HMAC-MD5 780.3 1.0

HMAC-MD5 PwdHash 76.9527 10.140

Stratfor.com MD5 42.0085 n/a

Rootkit.com MD5 42.1938 n/a

Linkedin.com SHA1 39.7622 n/a



Results
Master passwords

Video demo



Results
Master passwords

Domain Leaked hash Password

Stratfor e9c0873319ec03157f3fbc81566ddaa5 frogdog

Rootkit 2261bac1dfe3edeac939552c0ca88f35 zugang

Rootkit 43679e624737a28e9093e33934c7440d ub2357

Rootkit dd70307400e1c910c714c66cda138434 erpland

LinkedIn 508c2195f51a6e70ce33c2919531909736426c6a 5tgb6yhn

LinkedIn ed92efc65521fe5074d65897da554d0a629f9dc7 Superman1938

LinkedIn 5a9e7cc189fa6cf1dac2489c5b81c28a3eca8b72 Fru1tc4k3

LinkedIn ba1c6d86860c1b0fa552cdb9602fdc9440d912d4 meideprac01

LinkedIn fd08064094c29979ce0e1c751b090adaab1f7c34 jose0849

LinkedIn 5264d95e1dd41fcc1b60841dd3d9a37689e217f7 linkedin



Mitigation
Fixing PwdHash

Use slow hashing algorithm

Include the client salt

Fix hash overrun bug

Emphasise importance of strong master
password



Links

Contact

David.Llewellyn-Jones@cl.cam.ac.uk

Graham.Rymer@cl.cam.ac.uk

Test page

https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~dl551/pwdhash/

Sourcecode

https://github.com/llewelld/hashcat

mailto:David.Llewellyn-Jones@cl.cam.ac.uk
mailto:Graham.Rymer@cl.cam.ac.uk
https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~dl551/pwdhash/
https://github.com/llewelld/hashcat

